CHARRED

From our establishment in 1957,
we have become one of the
oldest exclusive manufacturers
of commercial flooring in the
United States. As one of the
largest privately held mills, our
FAMILY-OWNERSHIP

provides

a heritage of proven performance
and expansive industry knowledge.
Most importantly, our focus has
always been on people... ensuring
them that our products deliver
the highest levels of BEAUTY,
PERFORMANCE

and

DEPENDABILITY.

(cover) Charred Oiled, ashlar.
(right) Charred Treated, and Elemental Salvage (modular carpet), ashlar.
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Charred Burnt, third drop.
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Charred Rendered, herringbone.
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Charred Preserved, herringbone.
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product details

corporate programs

SUSTAINABLY SOUND

ZPT ANTI-MICROBIAL TREATMENT

style

charred V5007

J+J believes true sustainability requires
full attention to the potential impacts of every
aspect of our business. In accordance with our
mission of waste reduction, J+J LVT products
are 100% recyclable with up to 25% post-industrial recycled content – a true, safe and
reliable stream derived from the manufacturing process.

J+J LVT features a standard enhancement of
ZPT (Zinc Protective Technology) anti-microbial. Dispersed into the product during the
manufacturing process, ZPT anti-microbial
prevents unpleasant orders, degradation and
discoloration as a result of microbial contamination. ZPT contains Zinc Pyrithione as the
main ingredient with no harmful additives.
Zinc Pyrithione is a common dandruff shampoo ingredient and proven to be safe in both
household and commercial use. ZPT anti-microbial technology guarantees your J+J LVT
will provide a beautiful, long lasting and safe

thickness

5mm

wear layer

20 mil

finish / coating

enhanced UV urethane w/ ceramic bead

nominal dimensions (inches)

9" x 48"

pattern repeat

random wood pattern

micro beveled

no

class / ASTM F1700

class III printed film vinyl plank
type B (embossed)

antimicrobial

ZPT (zinc protective technology)

square feet per plank

3.00

square feet per carton

24

product warranty

10 yr commercial warranty

required adhesive(s)

J+J LVT adhesive

You can rest assured that health is
also a top priority and all J+J LVT
products are FloorScore Certified.

floor covering for years to come.

MOISTURE

Green Circle - Zero Waste to Landfill
Operations Certification
We are proudly certified as a Zero Waste
to Landfill manufacturer by GreenCircle
Certified, LLC., a prominent third-party
certifier of environmental claims. We are
the first commercial flooring manufacturer
in the United States to achieve this landfill
free status and the first company in the
industry to have its waste diversion efforts
audited and verified by a recognized, thirdparty certifier.
To learn more about zero waste or our
other initiatives see our sustainability
progress report online at
jjflooring.com/sustainability

Are high levels of moisture in your concrete
slab causing issues with your project’s floor
covering? We can help.
· J+J LVT (2.5mm and 3mm) – 97% RH
· Cost-efficient
· Straightforward, easy-to-understand 10-year
and Lifetime warranties
· Requires no special floor preparation

Warranty: Installed
with TileTabs

10 years

10 years
(5mm only)

Protective UV Cured Urethane with Ceramic Bead
Wear Layer

3

High Definition Print Film

4

Impact Resistant Core Layer

5

Foundational Base Layer

2019 J+J Flooring Group, LLC - This unique design is protected
under the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976. Any unauthorized copying or
duplication of this design constitutes copyright infringement in
violation of federal law.

©

Due to the unique visual characteristics of modular carpets, pattern
repeats and pattern run-off seams may appear more noticeable than
in broadloom carpets. Such visual characteristics do not constitute
a manufacturing defect, and as such, should be considered when
selecting modular carpet and its installation.

· Long-term performance

Warranty:
Installed with
Commercialon®
Premium Adhesive
(non-prorated)

1
2

Warranty:
Installed with any
other Adhesive

Max RH, pH:
Installed without
Commercialon®
Premium Sealer

Max RH, pH:
Installed with
Commercialon®
Premium Sealer

1 year

90% RH, pH 9

99% RH, pH 11
(TileTabs,
5mm)

Our Premium Customer Experience is
a carefully crafted process by which we
guarantee that our customers will get the
products, services and the reliability they
expect from us.
To learn more visit:
jjflooring.com/customer-experience/

These photographs are representations of the installation for this
modular product. Your modular installation may look different than
these photos depending upon individual tile placement, lighting,
and overall space layout, including furnishings. Final tile placement
and the resulting visual is thus the customer’s, and not J+J Flooring
Group’s responsibility.

modular installation methods

⅓ drop

ashlar

herringbone
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jjflooring.com
P.O. Box 1287
Dalton, GA 30722
p 800 241 4586
f 706 275 4433

